Let °U(x Q ) denote a base of neighbourhoods of x 0 EX.
We say that a multifunction F:X->^(Y) is u-continuous at x 0 EX if for every V E 2ί there is U(xo) E°U(xo) such that x G C/(x 0 ) implies
The grill of ^(x 0 ), denoted by %"(x 0 ), consists of all sets l/"(x 0 ) contained in X such that U"(x Q )Pι U(x o )^0 for every U(x o )E°t t (xo). We say that a multifunction F: X -^>$ί{Y) is p-upper semicontinuous at XQEX (p-usc 
A multifunction F: X-*sέ(Y) is called p-continuous at x 0 EX if it is p-lsc and p-usc at x 0 . F is p-usc (i.e. p-usc at each x E X) iff it has a closed graph G(F) = {(x,y)6XxY:y6F(x)} (Choquet [1] ). For more information about these notions of continuity see for example [6] . A topological space X is called σ-absolutely closed [5] if for each open countable cover {G n } there is a finite subset
The following three propositions generalize the results of E. Kocela [5] established for real valued functions. By assumption X = U* =1 G h for some k EN. Hence by flower semicontinuity of F we have
i.e., F(X)CkV.
A pair of families of sets {A λ }, {B λ }, λ o^λ <<*>, (λ 0 is a fixed real number) is said to satisfy condition (*) if (1) 
if X is ^-compact and Y is a locally convex space then every f-continuous multifunction F: X-+$ί(Y) is bounded.
Proof. Let (p,), eτ be a family of seminorms determining the topology of the space Y. Suppose that there exists a nonbounded /-continuous multifunction F:X-»38(Y). Then there is t E T such that the set F(X) is unbounded in the space (Y,p t ). For every λ §λ o > 0 we define where V = {y E Y: p,(y)< 1}. Then the pair of families {A λ }, {B λ } satisfies the condition (*), but ΠA λ = ΠB λ =0 holds, because is a convergent net in X and (y,), e r is a net in F(X) = U xe χF(x) with y, E F(x t ) then (y f ) ίe τ has a convergent subnet. In the case Y is regular every /-use multifunction F:X-»2 V is p-usc ( [6] , [8] ). Moreover Proof. Let (x,), eτ be a net in X which is convergent to x 0 , and let (y t )teτ be a net with y t E F(x t ) for each t E T. Next let ^ be the filter associated with (y t ) t By using subcontinuity we can get a generalization of this. Proof. The necessity is clear. Suppose now that F is not f-lsc at the point x 0 E X. Let °U (x 0 ) = (U t ) tGT be a base of neighbourhoods of x 0 and partial order °ll (x 0 ) by inclusion downward. Then there is a point y 0 E F(x 0 ) and a τ-oρen set G 3 y 0 such that, for each t E T, the equality F(x t ) Π G = 0 holds for some x t E U t . Without loss of generality we can consider that the net (x t ) converges to x 0 . Let ^(yo) be a base of neighbourhoods of y 0 for the topology σ(Y, Y') and partial order ^(yo) by inclusion downward. Then give T x T(y 0 ) the product partial order. By Theorem 2.9 the mapping F is f-lsc with respect to the topology σ( Y, Y'). It follows that for each (ί, V)ETx Y(y 0 ) there is an s = s(ί, V) £ T such that s S ί and F(JC S ) Π vy 0. Choose such x s for every element (t, V). Then the net (x s ) is a subnet of (x,) and converges to x 0 . Let y s eF(x $ )nV^0. The net (y s ) has a subnet (y s ) σ-convergent to y 0 . Now since F is subcontinuous, some subnet (y s ) of (y s ) τ-converges to some yiEY, and consequently, σ-converges to y lβ Thus yo=yi Since y s EF(x s )C Y-G we have y o = yj E Y -G τ = Y -G, but this is impossible because y 0 E G. 
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